Limited predictive ability of surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance in Asian-Indian men
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Muniyappa R, Irving BA, Unni US, Briggs WM, Nair KS, Quon MJ, Kurpad AV. Limited predictive ability of surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance in Asian-Indian men. Am J Physiol Endocrinol Metab 299: E1106–E1112, 2010. First published October 13, 2010; doi:10.1152/ajpendo.00454.2010.—Insulin resistance is highly prevalent in Asian Indians and contributes to worldwide public health problems, including diabetes and related disorders. Surrogate measurements of insulin sensitivity/resistance are used frequently to study Asian Indians, but these are not formally validated in this population. In this study, we compared the ability of simple surrogate indices to accurately predict insulin sensitivity as determined by the reference glucose clamp method. In this cross-sectional study of Asian-Indian men (n = 70), we used a calibration model to assess the ability of simple surrogate indices for insulin sensitivity [quantitative insulin sensitivity check index (QUICKI), homeostasis model assessment (HOMA2-IR), fasting insulin-to-glucose ratio (FIGR), and fasting insulin (FI)] to predict an insulin sensitivity index derived from the reference glucose clamp method (SIClamp). Predictive accuracy was assessed by both root mean squared error (RMSE) of prediction as well as leave-one-out cross-validation-type RMSE of prediction (CVPE). QUICKI, FIGR, and FI, but not HOMA2-IR, had modest linear correlations with SIClamp (QUICKI: r = 0.36; FIGR: r = −0.36; FI: r = −0.27, P < 0.05). No significant differences were noted among CVPE or RMSE from any of the surrogate indices when compared with QUICKI. Surrogate measurements of insulin sensitivity/resistance such as QUICKI, FIGR, and FI are easily obtainable in large clinical studies, but these may only be useful as secondary outcome measurements in assessing insulin sensitivity/resistance in clinical studies of Asian Indians.

Insulin resistance is typically defined as decreased sensitivity or responsiveness to metabolic actions of insulin such as insulin-mediated glucose disposal (17). Insulin resistance plays a major pathophysiological role in type 2 diabetes and is associated with obesity, hypertension, dyslipidemia, coronary heart disease, and the metabolic syndrome (18). Asian Indians are highly susceptible to diabetes, accelerated atherosclerosis, and ischemic heart disease (9, 28). Globally, India has the largest number of individuals with diabetes. Moreover, Asian Indians have the highest prevalence of diabetes (in percentage terms) among Asian Americans in the United States (20, 28). Not surprisingly, insulin resistance is widespread among both native and migrant Asian Indians (23, 24). Consequently, accurately quantifying insulin sensitivity/resistance is important in this vulnerable population. Among the many available methods for measuring insulin sensitivity in humans, the hyperinsulinemic euglycemic “glucose clamp” is widely accepted as the reference method because it directly measures whole body glucose disposal at a given level of insulinemia under steady-state conditions (17). However, the glucose clamp is labor intensive, technically demanding, and time consuming, making it impractical for use in large epidemiological and clinical studies. As a consequence, a number of simple surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance derived from fasting blood insulin and glucose concentrations [e.g., quantitative insulin sensitivity check index (QUICKI), homeostasis model assessment (HOMA), fasting insulin] or oral glucose tolerance tests have been developed (17). These surrogate indices are extensively employed in large clinical studies.

Some surrogate measurements of insulin sensitivity have been thoroughly validated against the reference standard glucose clamp method (17). However, ethnicity and BMI may affect validity of fasting-based surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity (2, 13). Surrogate estimates of insulin sensitivity, including QUICKI and HOMA-insulin resistance (HOMA-IR), are often used to assess insulin resistance in Asian-Indian and South Asian populations (7, 14, 16). However, these surrogates have not undergone formal validation analyses specifically in Asian Indian populations. Therefore, in the present study, we examined linear correlations between several simple surrogate indices [(QUICKI), HOMA2-IR, fasting insulin-to-glucose ratio (FIGR), and fasting insulin (FI)] and an insulin sensitivity index derived from the reference glucose clamp method (SIClamp) in a cohort of Asian-Indian men with a wide range of insulin sensitivity/resistance. Importantly, we also performed calibration model analysis to robustly evaluate the absolute accuracy of these surrogates to predict results from the reference glucose clamp.

Experimental procedures

Study participants. In this cross-sectional study, we used data from 70 Asian-Indian men ranging in age from 18 to 73 yr who underwent hyperinsulinemic euglycemic glucose clamp procedures at one of two institutions: Mayo Clinic College of Medicine (Rochester, MN) or St. John’s Medical College and Research Institute (Bangalore, India). Data from some of these subjects have been reported previously (19, 26). All clinical studies were approved by the Institutional Review Boards of the above-mentioned institutions. All procedures followed were in accordance with each institution’s guidelines, and all participants gave written, informed consent prior to their participation. In the present study, for these Asian Indians, nonobese subjects were...
defined as having a BMI <23 kg/m², whereas subjects with BMI ≥23 were considered obese (6, 29). Subjects were considered to be diabetic or have impaired fasting glucose if they met the American Diabetes Association criteria for type 2 diabetes (3). Nondiabetic participants were in good health, had no first-degree relatives with type 2 diabetes, and were not taking any medications. Diabetic subjects who were being treated with medications were studied after oral hypoglycemic medications were discontinued (3 wk for thiazolidinediones and 5 days for sulfonylurea and metformin). Participants with serum creatinine concentrations >1.5 mg/dl, on medications that may impact on energy metabolism, with liver function abnormalities, or with active coronary artery disease were excluded from our analyses.

Hyperinsulinemic euglycemic glucose clamp. Insulin sensitivity was evaluated by glucose clamp, as described previously (19, 26). Briefly, participants were admitted to the Research Center on the evening before the study. After an overnight fast of ≥10 h, clamp studies were performed beginning at ~7 AM. After a 10-min priming dose, insulin (Humulin; Eli Lilly) was infused at a constant rate (ranging from 40 to 60 nM·m²·min⁻¹ at the 2 institutions). Plasma glucose concentrations from antecubital blood samples were measured at the bedside every 5–10 min with a glucose analyzer. An intravenous infusion of dextrose was adjusted to maintain the plasma glucose concentration between 85 and 90 mg/dl. Blood samples were also collected every 20–30 min for measuring plasma insulin concentrations. We defined the steady-state period of the clamp as an ≥40-min period (1–2 h after the beginning of the insulin infusion) where the coefficient of variation for plasma glucose, plasma insulin, and glucose infusion rate was <5%. Mean parameter values during the steady-state period were used to calculate SIClamp [defined as M/ΔI corrected for body weight, where M is the steady-state glucose infusion rate (mg/min) and ΔI is the difference between basal and steady-state plasma insulin concentrations (µU/ml)].

Fasting-based surrogate indices. QUICKI was calculated as defined previously from fasting glucose and insulin values (12). QUICKI = 1/[log(I₀) + log(G₀)], where I₀ is fasting insulin (µU/ml) and G₀ is fasting glucose (mg/dl). Because QUICKI is the reciprocal of the log-transformed product of fasting glucose and insulin, it is a dimensionless index without units. The authors who originally developed the HOMA model recommended that HOMA2, the correctly solved computer model, be used when HOMA is compared with other models (27). HOMA2-IR was calculated by using the updated computer model for HOMA-2 indices (27). FIGR was calculated as the ratio of insulin expressed in microunits per milliliter to glucose expressed as milligrams per deciliter.

Laboratory assays. Routine assays for serum lipids, plasma glucose, and plasma insulin were performed in the respective clinical centers. Fasting plasma insulin concentrations were measured using an electrochemiluminescent method (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) (26) or two-site immunoenzymatic assay performed on the Access automated immunoassay system (Beckman, Chaska, MN) (19), as described previously. The intra- and interassay coefficients of variation were <5 and <10%, respectively, for either assay using trilevel lyophilized serum controls (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Irvine, CA). The average relative percent difference between the two methods was 5.5%.

Calibration model analysis of surrogate indices. We chose a standard calibration model to evaluate the predictive accuracy of various simple surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity. The calibration model is particularly appropriate when an expensive, inconvenient, or laborious but accurate measurement method such as the glucose clamp is compared with an inexpensive and quick but indirect method such as the surrogate index of insulin sensitivity. In a typical regression model, y = f (x; θ) + ε, x is the input variable (e.g., SIClamp), y is the response variable (e.g., QUICKI), θ is an unknown parameter, and ε is the random error. Using an estimated model, y = f (x; θ), to predict QUICKI (new y*) for a given value of SIClamp (x*) is regression. Conversely, calibration is when the surrogate method is regressed on the accurate measurement method and new x* (SIClamp) is predicted for a given y* (surrogate index). Thus, calibration is inverse regression. If the value of the accurate measurement method (x) is prespecified as part of an experimental design, this is called classical or controlled calibration. If both x and y are random, the process is called random calibration. Since QUICKI (or other surrogates) and SIClamp are measured with error from a patient population, random calibration is the more appropriate method to use. Calibration model analyses were performed as described previously (5). Here we fitted a calibration model \( x_i = \alpha + \beta y_i + \epsilon_i \), where \( x_i \) is SIClamp, \( y_i \) is the surrogate index, and \( \epsilon_i \) is the random error for the \( i \)th subject. It was assumed that the random error had Gaussian distribution with mean of 0 and a constant variance. Although SIClamp was measured with error, it was assumed for our model that the measurement error of SIClamp (determined from a robust, direct, and data-intensive protocol) was very small relative to measurement error of simple surrogates determined from single fasting measurements (e.g., QUICKI) (15). Therefore, to simplify the analysis, we neglected the measurement error for SIClamp in our calibration model.

For each surrogate index, two types of predicted residuals were considered. The first type of residual is the difference between measured SIClamp (\( x_i \) for the \( i \)th subject) and fitted SIClamp, \( x_i = \alpha + \beta y_i \). That is, the residual, \( e_i = x_i - \hat{x}_i \), is derived from the calibration model with all subjects included in the estimation of model parameters \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). The second type of residual considered is a cross-validation type predicted residual \( e_i = x_i - \hat{x}_i \), where \( x_i \) is still the measured SIClamp but \( \hat{x}_i \) is the predicted SIClamp from the calibration model that excludes the \( i \)th subject. The subscript \( i \) means "with the \( i \)th subject deleted." From these two types of residuals, criterion values were used to evaluate prediction accuracy: square root of the mean squared error of prediction RMSE = \( \sqrt{\sum e_i^2 / (n - 1)} \); and leave-one-out cross-validation-type root mean squared error of prediction CVPE = \( \sqrt{\sum e_i^2 / n} \). Smaller values of RMSE and CVPE indicate better predictive power. CVPE is more robust than RMSE because CVPE uses an estimate that excludes the \( i \)th subject when predicting results for the \( i \)th subject. This is relevant to clinical situation in which data for each new patient is based on a model obtained from previous patients.

Statistical analyses. Pearson correlation coefficients \( r \) and respective \( P \) values were calculated to assess the statistical significance of the model using linear least-squares fit method to obtain the linear regression. To compare predictive accuracy of QUICKI and other surrogates in terms of CVPE and RMSE, we performed hypothesis testing with the one-sided alternative hypothesis that QUICKI had a smaller RMSE or CVPE than another surrogate using a bootstrap percentile method, with 60,000 replications performed for each comparison. The bootstrap method is appropriate because the RMSEs (or CVPEs) corresponding to QUICKI and other surrogates were derived from the same group of subjects and thus correlated. The \( P \) values calculated from comparison of RMSE and CVPE were for pairwise comparisons. For example, QUICKI and HOMA were compared with respect to CVPE, a bootstrap percentile method with 60,000 replications was used to get a sample of 60,000 differences in CVPE [CVPE (HOMA) – CVPE (QUICKI)], and then a \( P \) value for one-sided superiority testing was estimated as the proportion of the bootstrap replications less than zero. One-sided hypothesis testing was used because multiple previous studies in humans have demonstrated the superiority of QUICKI as a surrogate index of insulin sensitivity from a variety of perspectives supporting an a priori expectation. \( P < 0.05 \) was considered to indicate statistical significance. The R statistical platform was used for statistical analyses and implementation of the random calibration model (http://www.r-project.org).

RESULTS

Baseline clinical characteristics of our study subjects are shown in Table 1. Data from a total of 70 men (aged 18–73 yr)
who underwent glucose clamp studies were included in this analysis. BMI may affect the validity of fasting-based surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity (13). Therefore, men with a wide range of BMI (16-31) were included in this study. The majority of the men in this study were nonobese with BMI <23, with obese individuals (BMI >23) comprising 27% (n = 18) of the study population. SI_clamp varied from 1.6 to 17 \( \frac{\text{mg} \cdot \text{kg}^{-1} \cdot \text{min}^{-1}}{\text{U} / \text{ml}} \) in our overall cohort that included some men with type 2 diabetes (n = 9) or impaired fasting glucose (n = 8). There was a significant but modest correlation between BMI and SI_clamp; \( r = -0.30, P < 0.05 \).

When we compared relationships between surrogate indices and SI_clamp, simple linear regression analysis showed modest but significant correlations between SI_clamp and QUICKI, FIGR, or FI (\( r = -0.27 \) to \(-0.36 \)) but not with HOMA2-IR (Fig. 1). QUICKI and FIGR tended to have slightly stronger \( r \) values (generated from each surrogate index) with actual values for SI_clamp. HOMA2-IR had very poor predictive accuracy, with a wide range of correlation with SI_clamp from 0.23 to 0.36. Validation of HOMA2-IR coincided with the ideal line of perfect predictive accuracy (Fig. 2B). By contrast, QUICKI, FIGR, and FI all appeared to have comparable (albeit modest) predictive accuracy for SI_clamp. To quantitatively assess predictive accuracy for each surrogate index, residuals (measured SI_clamp − predicted SI_clamp) generated from random calibration analysis for each surrogate were used to calculate CVPE and RMSE (Table 2). No significant differences were noted among CVPE or RMSE when these parameters were compared between QUICKI and the other surrogate indices.

### DISCUSSION

Asian Indians, even relatively lean individuals, have a high prevalence of insulin resistance, and they are at high risk for developing type 2 diabetes and atherogenic cardiovascular disease (9, 28). Hence, developing simple, reliable, and accurate methods for quantifying insulin sensitivity is of great interest in this particular population so that preventive measures can be implemented in these people who constitute \(-18\%\) of the world’s population. Surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance based on fasting concentrations of plasma glucose and insulin are widely used in large epidemiological studies, prospective clinical trials, and clinical research studies with a variety of patient populations and ethnic groups (17). These surrogate indices (some more than others) generally provide a reliable, reproducible, and accurate index of insulin sensitivity with positive predictive power for the development of diabetes (5, 10, 12, 17, 27). Not surprisingly, these surrogate indices are often used to assess insulin sensitivity/resistance in Asian Indians. However, to date, formal extensive and robust direct validation studies of these indices in this or any other Asian population are lacking. Only a few studies have examined linear correlations between surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity and the reference glucose clamp method in Asians (11, 30). Correlation coefficients per se are not informative regarding the absolute accuracy of a method and may be misleading with respect to positive predictive power. Therefore, evaluation of predictive accuracy is a necessary component of thorough validation. In the present study, for the first time, we evaluated the predictive absolute accuracy of various surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance in Asian-Indian men, using calibration model analysis and glucose clamp estimates as the reference standard for comparison.

The subjects included in this study had a wide range of BMI and insulin sensitivity/resistance. This is especially important because Asian-Indian men tend to be insulin resistant at BMIs that are considered normal for Northern Europeans (i.e., 25), and young, lean Asian-Indian men are substantially more insulin resistant compared with lean men from other ethnic groups (22, 23). Strikingly, in Asian-American adults with BMI between 18.5 and 22.9 kg/m², Asian Indians have the highest ethnic-specific diabetes prevalence rate (\( \sim 7\% \)) (20). This is noteworthy given that a majority of adult Asian Indians (\( \sim 55\% \)) have a BMI <23 kg/m² (6). The approximate average body fat for a BMI of 23 is 26% in middle-aged Asian Indian men (4).

BMI influences the relationship between surrogate indices and direct measurements of insulin sensitivity (13). Therefore, one of the strengths of the present validation study is that our

---

**Table 1. Clinical characteristics of Asian-Indian men in this study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, yr</td>
<td>30 ± 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg/m²</td>
<td>21 ± 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>117 ± 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure, mmHg</td>
<td>75 ± 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting plasma glucose, mg/dL</td>
<td>103 ± 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting plasma insulin, µU/ml</td>
<td>10.0 ± 6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QUICKI</td>
<td>0.347 ± 0.043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMA2-IR</td>
<td>1.36 ± 0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin/glucose, (µU/ml)·mg⁻¹·min⁻¹</td>
<td>0.09 ± 0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clamp plasma insulin, µU/ml</td>
<td>83 ± 25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glucose infusion rate, mg·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹</td>
<td>4.13 ± 2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SI_clamp, 10⁻² mg·kg⁻¹·min⁻¹·(µU/ml)⁻¹</td>
<td>6.1 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cholesterol, mg/dl</td>
<td>128 ± 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDL, mg/dl</td>
<td>60 ± 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDL, mg/dl</td>
<td>35 ± 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triglycerides, mg/dl</td>
<td>101 ± 41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data are means ± SD; n = 70. QUICKI, quantitative insulin sensitivity check index; HOMA2-IR, homeostasis model assessment 2 of insulin resistance; SI_clamp, reference glucose clamp method.
cohort has a wide range of insulin sensitivity and BMI. Nevertheless, the linear correlations between surrogate indices (QUICKI, FIGR, and FI) and the reference standard, SIClamp, were modest \( r = 0.27 \) to \( 0.36 \), with HOMA2-IR performing especially poorly. In a number of other published studies, correlations between clamp estimates and surrogates, including QUICKI and HOMA-IR, are substantially better than we observed in the present study \( r = 0.60 – 0.90 \) \( (5, 11, 12, 17, 25, 27, 30) \). Similarly, in other studies, QUICKI and \( \log \) (HOMA) are excellent at predicting insulin sensitivity \( (5, 12) \).

The discrepancies between our correlation results and those of others (including some of our own previous studies) may be due to a variety of factors. Subgroup analyses in some studies demonstrate that correlations between clamp estimates and surrogates, including QUICKI and HOMA-IR, are substantially better than we observed in the present study \( r = 0.60 – 0.90 \) \( (5, 11, 12, 17, 25, 27, 30) \). Similarly, in other studies, QUICKI and log (HOMA) are excellent at predicting insulin sensitivity \( (5, 12) \).

The clamps used in our cohort had insulin infusion rates ranging from 40 to 60 mU·m²·min⁻¹. In our Asian-Indian cohort, which tended to be insulin resistant even at a BMI <23, it is unlikely that an insulin infusion rate of 40–60 mU·m²·min⁻¹ was completely suppressing hepatic glucose production. This would introduce error into estimates of SIClamp and tend to worsen correlations with surrogate indices. Thus, future validation studies should consider using a higher dose of
insulin (e.g., 120 mU·m²·min⁻¹) to suppress endogenous glucose production and insulin secretion. Of interest, none of the surrogate measurements distinguishes between hepatic and peripheral insulin sensitivity. Ideally, our analysis should be done on clamps that use a single fixed insulin infusion rate so that values for $SIC_{Clamp}$ are strictly comparable. However, the dose of insulin infusion used in this study was specific to the two institutions (19, 26). We examined whether study site influenced the relationships between surrogate indices and $SIC_{Clamp}$. There were no significant differences in the strength of the correlation coefficients for linear relationships between surrogate indices and $SIC_{Clamp}$ from the two study sites (Fisher’s $z$-transformation, $P > 0.61$). In addition, there was no significant study site-by-$SIC_{Clamp}$ interaction for any of the surrogate insulin sensitivity indices ($P > 0.30$). Moreover, we have observed previously that correlations between QUICKI and clamp-derived glucose disposal rates did not improve with higher doses of insulin infusion in lean individuals (15). These results together suggest that differences in $SIC_{Clamp}$ from studies that used insulin infusion rates between 40 and 60 mU·m²·min⁻¹ are unlikely to have introduced enough error to fully account for the differences between correlation results in the present study and previous studies.

Another reason for discrepancies between our correlation results and those of other studies may have to do with the fact that surrogate indices based on fasting glucose and insulin concentrations primarily reflect hepatic insulin sensitivity/resistance, whereas $SIC_{Clamp}$ is a direct measurement primarily of muscle insulin sensitivity (17). Asian-Indian men are genetically predisposed to develop hepatic steatosis and hepatic insulin resistance at a lower BMI than other ethnic groups (22). Typically, hepatic and skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity/resistance track together. However, in some circumstances, hepatic and muscle insulin sensitivity may be discordant (1). This has clinical relevance because hepatic and muscle insulin resistance play different pathophysiological roles in the development of impaired glucose tolerance and diabetes (8). Thus, hepatic insulin resistance in nondiabetic Asian-Indian men that

### Table 2. CVPE and RMSE estimates of error calculated from calibration analysis of surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index</th>
<th>CVPE</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>$P$ Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUICKI</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOMA2-IR</td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fasting insulin</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIGR</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>3.02</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RMSE, root mean squared error; CVPE, cross-validation-type RMSE of prediction; FIGR, fasting insulin-to-glucose ratio. CVPE and RMSE were calculated from calibration analysis of various surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity as described in EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES. $P$ values correspond to comparisons between QUICKI and alternative surrogate indices.
is discordant with skeletal muscle insulin sensitivity may be a potential explanation for weaker correlations between surrogate measurements of insulin sensitivity/resistance. This hypothesis deserves further investigation in future studies that include measurement of hepatic glucose production using the isotope dilution technique during fasting and hyperinsulinemic conditions (during euglycemic hyperinsulinemic clamp) to calculate indices of hepatic insulin resistance.

Using calibration model analysis, fasting-based surrogate indices were reasonable at predicting SIClamp. There were no significant differences in CVPE and RMSE (the 2 criterion functions measuring predictive accuracy) among any of the surrogates tested.

A limitation of the present study is its moderate sample size. However, performing larger numbers of glucose clamps (e.g., >100) is extremely difficult logistically. Indeed, the present study includes a larger cohort of Asian-Indian men who have undergone glucose clamp studies than any other previously published study that we are aware of. Since our study included only men, our results may not be applicable to women. Currently, there is a lack of standardized insulin assays. Data for this study were obtained from two institutions that used different insulin assays. Consequently, the use of different insulin assays may introduce error to affect the relationships between surrogate indices and SIClamp. However, a measurement of precision error, the average relative percent difference between the two methods, was very low at 5.5%. Furthermore, the Roche Diagnostics assay results were equivalent to the Beckman immunoassay results by a paired t-test (P = 0.30). These results suggest that the different insulin assays used in this study are concordant and unlikely to have affected the results of this study. Nevertheless, in future validation studies it is preferable to measure insulin concentrations using a single assay method in the same laboratory.

In summary, in Asian-Indian men we demonstrated that QUICKI, FIGR, and FI, but not HOMA2-IR, modestly correlate with insulin sensitivity determined by SIClamp. Among the surrogate indices examined, we observed comparable limited ability to accurately predict insulin sensitivity as determined by glucose clamp. We conclude that QUICKI, FIGR, and FI may be useful secondary outcome measurements in assessing insulin sensitivity/resistance in clinical studies of Asian Indians in certain contexts. Although obtaining surrogate indices of insulin sensitivity/resistance is convenient and feasible, design and interpretation of clinical studies in Asian Indians must carefully consider the limited ability of simple surrogate indices to robustly predict insulin resistance in this specific population.
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